
 

 

Job Title: Financial Planning ISA Date: 

Job Description:  

Contact new leads to prequalify and schedule an appointment with the 

Financial Advisor / Broker, maintain excellent Customer Service for any 

inbound inquiries, follow-up and nurture leads who have expressed 

interest but not moved forward 

 

Job Specific Skills, Traits & Responsibilities: 

 

 

1. Dedicated individual with a passion to serve and help people gain financial success 

2. Great communication skills, strong attention to detail, and adept with spreadsheet skills 

3. Time efficient and able to multitask effectively 

4. Experience with sales and financial planning preferred, capable of learning and adapting 

scripts and comfortable with objection handling 

5. Amenable to KPIs and measurements of Conversations to Conversions ratio 

 

Key Activities & Duties: 

 

 

1. Cold call and circle prospect leads that match the desired lead profile 

2. Contact new leads within 5 minutes of coming in from lead capture forms on site and 

schedule an appointment with the Financial Advisor 

• Also applies to inbound inquiries on email, text, chat and social media 

• If information in CRM is incomplete, prequalify inbound lead before setting 

appointment with the Financial Advisor 

3. Handle all incoming calls for inquiries and customer service 

4. Check and follow-up with Financial Advisor on status of the lead, nurture and follow-up with 

lead when necessary 

5. Constant follow-up with leads who are not readily available for an appointment but has 

raised their hand for one 

• Use calls, VMs, emails, SMS and other available channels for contact 

6. Monitor daily leads that have been warming up and visiting the website or consuming 

content, taking in consideration lead scoring to see when they’re ready for a call 

7. Track leads that are currently in contact with the Financial Advisor along with conversion 

and close, create and submit report at the end of a period (EOD, EOW or EOM) to measure 

success 

8. Update CRM record of leads with appropriate information and proper tagging 

9. Coordinate with Marketing on strategies to enhance lead flow and gather more leads down 

the pipeline for a pre-qualified scheduled appointment 

 

 

 

 

 

 


